
Editorial Calendar 2023 — Easy Weaving with Little Looms 
 
Spring 2023: The Weaver’s Handshake  
 
When you see a piece of handwoven cloth so interesting, so beautiful that you just 
have to ask permission to touch it—that is known as “the weaver’s handshake.” This 
issue of Little Looms is dedicated to cloth with texture that just cries out to be 
touched. We invite all types of tempting texture, whether it comes from yarn, weave 
structure, or both. We hope to see some sumptuous silk shawls, shaggy rya pillows, 
soft merino scarves, crisp cottolin napkins, or a set of towels woven with slubby 
cotton.  
 
Proposals for projects and articles due: 4/4/2022    
Submissions in form of photographs and outlines due: 5/23/2022    
Final submissions including projects and paperwork due: 7/5/2022 
 

Summer 2023: Let’s Get Cooking! 

Artists throughout history have found inspiration from food—whether it’s 
Renaissance paintings of banquets, Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Can series, or 
the always popular #foodInstagram. This Summer issue of Little Looms is all about 
creating cloth inspired by food, eating, or cooking. Start thinking about kitchen 
aprons, hot pads, a scarf with a palette inspired by a Moroccan spice market, or a 
set of napkins designed to coordinate with your favorite flavors of macarons.  

Proposals for projects and articles due: 8/1/2022   
Submissions in form of photographs and outlines due: 9/19/2022     
Final submissions including projects and paperwork due: 10/31/2022   
 

Fall 2023: It Takes 2 

Double your fun with this issue of Little Looms dedicated to weaving combinations! 
We’re looking for projects that combine two different techniques, weave structures, 
or even looms. We hope to see color-and-weave combined with thick-and-thin, 
rigid-heddle towels with an inkle band, and projects made from different shapes of 
pin looms.  

Proposals for projects and articles due: 11/14/2022 
Submissions in form of photographs and outlines due: 1/2/2023   
Final submissions including projects and paperwork due: 2/12/2023 



Winter 2023: Folktales and Fairy Tales 

Something about winter is perfect for telling familiar stories around a cozy fire. We 
want to embrace that feeling with this Winter issue of Little Looms and are looking 
for projects inspired by your favorite folktales or fairy tales. Possible projects might 
include a Red Riding Hood–inspired picnic cloth for a basket of goodies, a kerchief 
fit for Baba Yaga, or a cozy selkie-inspired shawl.  

Proposals for projects and articles due: 1/30/2023    
Submissions in form of photographs and outlines due: 3/20/2023    
Final submissions including projects and paperwork due: 5/1/2023   

 

 

 
 
 


